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ABSTRACT 

The rrost basic problem of sociology as an empirical science is the 
difficulty of replicating studies ~iithin reasonable tirre lirrits and in 
genuinely =uparable situations. It is the problem of controlled exper:i.r.en
tation. Sociologists aspire to !!lake correct predictions based on verifiable 
stater.1a11ts about causal relationships, but cannot, the nature of macro
social phen<:nlena precluding experirrental designs with adequate controls. 

System dynamics pranises a way out of this dilemna. Four things need 
to be done. (1) Forr.ulate the sociological theory as a causal loop diagram, 
making all causal reasoning explicit. (2) State what variables are involved 
in the functionir.g of the system. Calibrate the ItDdel until it is internally 
consistent. (3) refine and adjust the constants until the nodel can reproduce 
kn.o\m tine-series of relevant data. Ieoeat this on number of data-sets. 
(4) Syste.matically vary each constant iii turn ~lillie controlling for the 
others. This is, in fact, the quasi-exper:ircental procedure for testing 
t.he ronditions u.'1der whic.:.11 the theory will stand or fall, and why. 

An illustrative exanple of the proposed strategy is presented,. with 
encouraging results. 

l.rhe aut.'lors wish to thank Richard Bronson for his helpful amrents and 
criticism. 
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Ever since Durkheim and Weber, sociologists have roncerned themselves 

with the rrethodology of their discipline as IIUlch as with its substantive 

content. Yet the great names in sociology are :rerrenbered pritrarily 

for their theoretical insights, rather than for their contributions 

to rret:h:>d. Not that their theorizing has always yielded nuggets of 

wisdom, nor that there has been oo progress in rrethoclology: Tine 

has sham that many prooouncerrents of the classics have been too 

sweeping, biased, or plainly false. 

We also have seen great irrproverrents in the techniques of 

arpirical social research. And still, our predictions of social events 

and processes are at best tentative, resting typically on a oon-existent 

ceteris paribus, while our theoretical explanations ~ tirre-specific 

and situation-bound, being frequently ro better than those of carpetent 

journalists. 

Part of the difficulty, of course, is valid operationalization and 

reliable rreasurerrent. These, hc:Mever, are matters of degree, not of 

substance. Great strides have been rrade by generations of researchers 

towards greater sophistication and robustness of our data bases. '!he 

real problem, perhaps the rrost basic problem of sociology as enpirical 

science, is that we have not yet found a \vay to make true replications 

of our studies within reasonable tirre limits and in gertuinely a:r.parable 

'bi tuations. In short, it is the problem of controlled experirrentation. 

until this problem is resolved, we shall rontinue t6 wallru in reams 

of theoretical sociology, while errpirically tested sociological theo:ty 

goes begging. 
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By way of contrast, consider social psychology. 0noe pioneers 

like Lewin and Sherif had shown the wey to study social interaction 

and small group behavior in .. controlled experirrental settings, this 

sub-discipline has surged foxwards like no other field in the social 

sciences. It is fair to sey, we think, that social psychology today 

is scientifically the !lOst advanced branch of sociology, having spawned 

a technology based on syst.erratic ~ch for Irlllketing, advertising, 

personnel rnanagenent, teaching, and many other applied areas. Macro

sociology and the study of larger social systems have been left far 

behind. 
... 

-...... 
Vl'e ru:e in a dilE!IIIIB. '!he nature of the phenc!rena that we study 

preclude setting up experirrerital situations with elaborate =ntrols, 

reducing us to observational and survey techniques that at best lend 

themselves only to correlational analyses and their derivatives. l-bre

over, the data obtained in these ways ru:e typically tine and situation 

specific, making generalizations and extrapolations extrerrely hazardous, 

as ecooomists have leamad to their chagrin. We want to be able to make 

correct predictions about events and verifiable causal stater.ents about 

the relationships between variables, but we know that with our data and 

analytical techniques it: cannot be oone with inpunity. 

Conputer simulation in gereral, and system dynamics using DYNI\M) 

in particular, seem to hold the p:ronise of a way out of this dilenma.' 

A nurrber of features of S.D. nethodology and DYNA!·D make them especially 

suitable for sociological researdl. First, it is possible to handle 

a relatively large nurrber of variables simultaneously and study their 

changes over tine in steps small enough or large enough to suit the 
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researcher's purpose. Secondly, we can integrate mlltiple feedback loops 

into the system that is being investigated and study their mutual influ-

ences, again, over tine. Furthel:l!Ore, we do not have to stick to linear 

hypotheses, and can describe a wide variety of non-linear relationships 

between variables hypothesized by sociological theoxy. Another advantage 

is that S.D. stresses robustness rather than precision, which ~ it 

!lOre sui table than other I!Odelling techniques for the inprecise rreasures 

that we nonnally have. Finally, and perhaps crucially for Irany practicing 

sociologists, S.D. and mNJIM) d:> not require great mathematical sophisti

cation fran the user. What they do require is analytical acurren and a 

familiarity wifu corrputers, both of which ru:e by rJ::M stock-in-trade of 

!lOst cx::npetent sociologists. 

Not all sociologists ru:e unaware of system dynamics arrl its applica

tions. Fbrrester's wo:rk on industrial arrl urban dynamics [1][2], as well. 

as the best-selling The Limits to GrcMth [3], have attracted the att£mtion 

of social scientists specializing in organizational studies, urban planning, 

human ecology, denography, and similar areas. But we think it is correct 

to say that sociologists generally have terrled to dismiss this approach, 

probably because it did not incorporate the knowledge available to them, 

and in sorre cases flatly contradicted it. 'Ibis is unfortunate, because 

in so doing they have 1:l:u:= the baby out with the bath water. We 

believe that there is great potential in S.D. nethod:Jlogy for sociology, 

once we make the effort to anchor it in social theoxy·. 

If sociologists have not accepted S.D., it may still seem puzzling 

why the system dynamics approach has not penetrated sociology from its own 
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erxi. 'lhe main reason for this, we believe, is that system dynarnicists 

have concerned themselves primarily with decision-making problerrs. 

While there is, of course, an :inplicit theory and any number of 

hypotheses in every S.D. nodel, these have tendei to be, by and 

large, intuitive, a:mron fiense t:m?6 of theories and hypotheses, based 

on the practical experience and specific elq?ertise of the .!'Ddelers 

or their clients. usirig.·s;i:>. rrethcidology explicitly to test theory 

has been done only rarely,· and we have oot been able to find a single 

exaaple of an attenpt to apply it to a sociological theory~ 

'lhere areJ hcmever, rrany sociological theories that lend them

selves to fonnulation as system dynamics rrodels. Srrelser's theory 

of oollective behavior [4], for exaaple, or }i:!rton's theory of the 

self-fulfilling prophesy [5]. In fact, . any theory that posits -

either :inplicitly or explicitly, dynamic feedback loops of one sort or 

aoother, should be arrenable to the system dynamics approach. 

Strategy 

The strategy we propose involves four phases. Each phase consists of 

an iterative process of refinenent and elaboration, until the output 

satisfies the relevant logical and rrethodological requirerrents as follows: 

P~ase I - Deduction. Choose a dynamic sociological theory, that is one 

with an either explicit or ilrplicit tirre dirrension. Preferably it should 

be of the "middle range", so as to increase the chances of obtaining 

relevant data. Fonnulate the theory as a causal loop diagram, which is 

an excellent device of forcing :inplicit causal assur.ptions into the open, 
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and exposing flaws or contradictions in the deductive argurrent. Iterate 

this process until the theo:cy is adequately expressed in the diagram and 

the causal loops are logica+ly oonsistent. 

Phase II - Internal Validity Testing. State what variables - endogeoous 

as well exogeoous to the system- are involved in its furictioning over tirre. 

If there are serviceable operational definitions available for these 
• 

variables, and perhaps also oorrelation ooefficients for their hypothesized 

interrelations, so much the better. Define the levels, outline the flow 

diagram and write ~. equations, bearing in mind the necessity for 

dirrensional consistency. 'lhen run the rrodel and see whether its behavior 

is consistent with the theoretical predictions. Adjust the relationships 

between the variables until the' nodel reflects the theory as initially 

stated. 

In our elq?erience, this phase may involve the addition of variables 

which, in the written fonnulation of the theory, had been inplicitly assurred 

or overlooked. 'lhis is all to the good, since it tightens the argurrent 

and makes it no~. explicit. Running the rrodel for longer tirre horizons 

than had originally been anticipated may also reveal unexpected patterns 

and processes which do make theoretical sense. 

Phase III - External Validity Testing. Once the nodel can produce output 

that tallies roughly with the theoretical predictions, that is to say, 

the rr.ajor variables in the system vary in relation to one aoother as 

the theory would predict, real data must be substitUted for the 

arbitrarily chosen initial values. 'lhe aim is to reproduce knc:Mn tirre 

series of data to see whether the theory corresponds to reality. It is 



rot to be expected that a very good fit will be obtained at first. In 

that case the oonstant multipliers in the Jrodel (whim represent the 

situational assl.l!lptions of the theo:t:y) IllllSt be calibrated and adjusted 

to inprove the fit. 

It is at this stage that the s:i.rnulation technique provides an answer 

to an inportant requirement of the scientific rrethod. If the Jrodel does 

indeed represent the theo:t:y - and this should h.il.ve been established in 

Phase II - bu!: canoot reproduce known tine series data, then the theo:t:y 

should be either revised or rejected. It is the enpirical possibility 

of rejection that gives the successful rrodel its extemal validity. 
·., 

Phase IV - Boundary Testing. 'lhe final step to test the theocy involves 

the systematic variation of each constant in turn, while oontrolling for 

the others. 'Ihis is, in fact, the quasi -experirrental procedure whereby 

we can establish the range of oondi tions under 'VIhich the theocy holds. 'lhe 

flcm diagram in fig. 1 sur.marizes the phases of our prdposed strategy. 

We shall roN illustrate this procedure with a social theo:t:y that seeks 

to ~lain the proliferation of no:rm evasions in oonterrporacy societies (for 

a detailed ~sition of the theo:t:y, see: Jacobsen 1979 [6]). 

'1he Dynamics of No:rm Evasions and Social Control 

When social systems have to contend with structural inpedirrents to 

their institutionalized rrechanisrns of social oontrol, isolated cases 

of no:rm evasion tend to develop a pattern. For exar.ple, social settings 

which lend aoocymity and transience to individuals are structurally 

conducive to norm-evasive patterns of behavior. Patterned evasions [7] 
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are widespread and f:re;ruently :recurring, devious and deliberate 

violations of accepted nollliS, which elicit no perceptible reactions from 

their social audience. Tax evasions and building cocle violations are 

sarre cases in point. A pattem develops despite the surreptitious 

nature of the activities, because so many people do it, and do it 

regularly. 

When patterned evasions continue for sare tine, nonnative arrbiguity 

increases. More and nore people becorre less sure about what the nonn 

really is and how strigently it applies. If under such conditions, there 

is also stru~al strain in the system, then the patterned evasions will 

ao;{Ui.re partial legitimacy, and they will bec::are institutionalized 
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evasions [8]. Systemic structural strain may be expected in tines of rapid 

technological change, in organizations where regulations are arl:>itrarily 

inposed and changed from above, or when patterned evasions have~ allared. 

to persist for lengthy periods. Many traffic violations are exanples of 

institutionalized evasions, as are illegal abortions, kickbacks to 

strategically placed agents or executives, and similar practices. 

Social systems which have, in addition to patterned and institu

tionalized eva5ions, also sarre general beliefs and values that lend 

themselves to inte:l:pretation as legitimations of nonconfonnity, will 

gradually increase in pennissiveness. In such societies we may new 

·find an institutionalized social climate, wherein a person can violate 

accepted nollliS in public without incurring sanctions because social 

audiences a..>-e nonnatively expected not to react to noz:m evasions. 

10 

'lbleration, cultural pluralism, liberalism, freedan of expression

these are sarre exanples of beliefs and values that have the potential 

of fostering a pennissive social climate. 

Patterned evasions, institutionalized evasions and pe:onissiveness 

f:re;ruently serve adaptive and tension-releasing functions for the social 

systerrs in which they occur. Indeed it.. may be argued that were it not 

for such facilitating functions, these phen:nena would not gxow and spread. 

But once a pennissive social climate has becx:xre institutionalized, a positive 

feedback cycle of in~ing evasions, legitimation and pennissiveness is 

activated. s~ a process, once started, nrust lead sooner or later to a 

crisis in social self-regulation. 

But a negative feedback loop may also be activated through the 

manifestation of social dysfunctions which result from the decrease in 

predictability in social interaction, expecially if these dysfunctions 

are exaceJ:bated by crises of one sort or another: political, eronani.c, 

or military. In that case the system is likely to react in a spate of 

repressive coerci·:m, neutralizing the beliefs and values that legitimized 

the pennissiveness, and directly reducing the level of evasions and their 

legitimacy. 

The roodel 

'lb simulate this theo:t:y we have developed a rrodel that contains three 

levels, three constant multipliers, five auxilia:cy variables and one 

extraneous variable. In addition, there is an increase rate and a 

decrease rate for each of the three levels. These shall ncw be briefly 
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described. 
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Ej_gw:e 2. causal Loop Diagram of Nonn Evasions 

levels. (1) Pattemed evasions (EVADR3) are neasured by the r;ercent of 

the population that surreptitiously evades the particular mnn or no:rm-set 

under oonsideration. (2) Institutionalized evasions are indicated by the 

level of legitimacy that adheres to the evasions, and neasured by the 

percent of a person's aa;ruaintances whan he is willing to tell of his 

evasion of that particular nonn or m:rm-set (PERlE!:.) • (3) General mnn 

violation in the social system is estimated by the percent of mnns in the 

system that are being overtly infringed (INFRIN) • 

Constants. The increase rates of each of the levels have been nodeled 

to depend on the given social-structural oonditions assurred in the theo:cy, 
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and represented in the nodel by constant nulltipliers. 'lhe increase rate of 

EVADR3 is set off by the structural inpedircents to social oontrol nechaniS!l'S 

that exist in oontenpora:cy industrial societies (IMPEI::s) • 'lhe increase of 

legitimacy leading to institutionalized evasions, PERIEL, depends on the 

anount of strain in the mnnative system, which is caused by the bureaucratic 

structure (BUREAU). For INFRIN the assunption is that it increases with 

the degree of pennissiveness in the social climate brought about by the 

genE;J:aJ. beliefs and values that legitimize mn-reaction to oonn violations 

(GENBEL) • 

Auxiliary vari~les. 'lhese five variables represent the links in the 

causal chain of the theo:cy. Two of these, structural strai1·1 and pennissive

ness, have already been nentioned. Structural strain (STR3TR) is indicated 

· by the percent of people who feel oonstrained - due to the bureaucratic 

regulations - to evade the mnns in question, while the presence or absence 

of pennissiveness (PER-liS) is nodeled by a dinensionless multiplier •. 'lhe 

!lOSt relevant outo:xre of patterned evasions is nonnative arrbiguity (NORI\toB), 

which is rreasured by the percent of people who are unsure about the oonn 

that is being evaded. The negative effects of nonretive arrbiguity are 

indicated by the percent of people who becare aware of manifest dysfunctions 

(DYSFUN) due to lack of predictability of others' behavior. 'lhe fifth 

auxili.al:y variable is ooercive regulation (OJEOC), as neasured by the percent 

of mnns that are being ooercively enforced. 

Finally, t:here is one extraneous variable, CRISIS, which can be prog

rarmed to occur at given points for r,no;m tirre-series, or postulated to occur 

as the nodeler sees fit. In addition, delays have been nodeled to approximate 
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the tirne-lapses bebieen the different oc=ences in the system behavior. 

Fig. 3 presents this nodel as a flow diagram, and the DYNA!!D equations are 

given in the appendix. 

While there are still sane inadequacies in the nodel - notably the 

absence of a feedback loop to s:imul.ate change in the nonns themselves -we 

feel that it represents the main propositions of the theory without major 

distortions. 'lhe system behavior is shc:Mn iii Fig. 4 (without crisis) and 

Fig. 5 (with crisis) for a pericd of 40 years. 

An External V;llidation 

As a first attenpt at ~~ validation, data were obtained fran 

the Incx:ne Tax Division of the Israeli Treasury on the extent of incx:ne 

tax evasions for the period 1971-19.80. 'lhese data are given in columns 

1 - 3 of Table 1. 

'!he initial value of this time-series ( 4 7 .5%) was fed into the nodel as 

EVADR3, as well as estimated intial values for PERI'EL and INFIUN. Two crises 

were programned - one for 1973 (the Yan Kippur war), an:i a second for 1977 

(first change of ruling party in 29 years) • After calibrating the precise 

tUning an:i duration of the crises, results were obtained as shown in Fig. 6. 

To give sane indication of the degree of fit between the real data 

and the nodel output, we =puted the proportion of the variance (of the 

real data points around their initial value) which can be reproduced by 
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the nodel: 

were 

E(D~ - a) 2 - E(D. - M.)2 
--'~::....---..,---=~,.-__.;:~"'-- rti f . E (D. _ a) 2 = propo on o vanance 

~-

the data at ti.r!e i, 

Mi the ITOdel value at ti.r!e i, and 

a the initial value of the ~~. 

'nle result for the nm shc:Mn- in Fig. 6 was as follows: 

reproduced 

82.89- 15.15 

82.89 
.817, which we. CXlnsicler acceptable evidence 

of external validicy. It remains to be seen, of course, whether we can 

obtain similarly acceptable results with other data sets. Until we do, 

the external validicy of the theo:cy canrot be taken as established. 

~· t-.Turrtler and Percentage of Incn:re Tax Evaders in Israel, 1971-1980. 

Year Nurrber of NLmber of Nl.lllber Percent 
Taxable Approved of Evaders 
In cares Petums Evaders 

1971 191,525 100,550 90,975 47,5 

1972 207,091 111,622. 95,469 46,1 

1973 218,206 
' 

107' 793 110,413 50,6 

1974 229,163 118,248 110,915 48,4 

1975 237,988 132,559 105,429 44,3 

1976 261,107 149,614 111,493 42,7 

1977 271,422 152,267 119,155 43,9 

1978 Z79,520 160,444 I 19,076 42.6 

1979 291,875 153,526 138,349 47,4 

1980 313,887 163,221 150,666 48.0 
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Boundal:y Testing 

'lb illustrate this final phase of the procedure, let us assune that 

external validicy has been established on a nunber of data sets. Eadl 

constant has rAM to be systematically varied, all else being controlled, 

to see at what point the nodel oo longer satisfies our criterion of external 

validicy. We shall amitrarily set this cut-off point at 50% reproduced 

variance. Tables 2 through 4 present the resUlts of this procedure for each 

of tile three constants in our mxiel. 

~· Surrs of squared deviations of rrodel f:mn data, and proportions 

of variance reproduced with different values for Dli?EJ.:S. 

IMPEil3 1.85 1.90 2.00 2.05 2,1 2.2 2.25 

Z{Di- Mi)Z 46.17 31.80 16.41 15.15 15.80 33.54 44.79 

Proportion of .443 .616 .802 .817 .809 .595 .460 
var. reproduced 

775 

~· Surrs of squared deviations of I!Odel f:mn data, and proportions of 

variance reproduced with different values for BUREAU (IMPE!l3 = 2.05). 

BUREAU 27 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 

E (Di- Mi)Z 41.49 30.98 18.78 15.15 19.00 24.83 32.22 38.61 

Proportion of .499 .626 .773 .817 .771 .700 .6ll .534 
var. reproduced 
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~· Surrs of squared deviations of nodel from data, and proportions of 

variance reproduced with diffe:rent values for GE:NBEL (when IMPECS 

= 2.05; BUREAU = 40). 

GE:NBEL 

E(Di- ~)Z 

Proportion of 
var. reproduced 

.01' 1 3 6 8 9 

14.40 14.40 14.40 15.47 18.26 38.78 

.826 .826 .826 .813 .BOO .532 

Thus the ranges within which the theo:cy can be said to hold are, for 

Dli?EJ.:S: 1.90 through 2.2; for BUREAU: 28 through 60; ar.d for GENSEL: 

0.01 through 9. In other words, with the inportant proviso that additional 

tests of exte~~ validity will still have to be made, we may tentatively state 

the follCMi.ng. Wnen the IIUll.tiplier effect of the irr!?E!dinents to social control 

on the level of evaders is less than 1. 9 or !lOre than 2. 2, the theory can oo 

longer reproduce realicy satisfac..'torily, and is therefore oot applicable. 

A sirrd.lar staterrent may be made about the IIUll.tiplier effect of bi.u'eaucratic 

structure on the level of institutionalized evasion, where the boundaries are 

28 and 60, respectively. There appears to be oo c:xxrparable lower lirrd.t to 

the IIUll.tiplier effect of general liberal values on pennissiveness, but the 

upper lirrd.t lies sarewhere between 9 and 10. 

Conclusion 

We must enphasize again that the nodel we have presented here is by 

oo rreans final, and we are oontinuously w:>:tking on its inproverrent. Our 

purpose in presenting it even in its tentative form has been to derronstrate 

the feasibilicy of the research strategy we have· proposed. The results 

we have obtained so far are encouraging enough to suggest that here at 
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last we may have found a quasi -experiltental proa=dure for testing macxO

sociological theories. 1\n added fringe benefit is that S.D. nodels develc:ped 

in this fashion are likely to be better grounded in social theo:cy than 

sone of the nodels that have been proposed in the past. 
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• GENERAL NORM EVASION HODEL- VERSION THREE 110.3.83! 

*GENERAL NORM EVASION HODEL- VERSION THREE 110.3.83! 
NOTE C 0 N S T A N T S 
C IHPEDS=2 
NOTE IMPEDIMENTS TO SOCIAL CONTROL !UNITS! 
C BUREAU=40 
NOTE BUREAOCRATIC STRAIN (7. POP. CONSTRAINED TO.EVADEl 
C QENBEL"'6 • 
NOTE GEN~RALIZED BELIEFS LEGITIMIZING NONCONFORMITY !UNITS! 
NOTE 
NOTE E X 0 G E N 0 U S V A R I A B L E S 
A CRISIS.K=l 
NOTE COERCION-PRECIPITATING CRISES INO CRISIS=t,CRISIS<tl 
NOTE 
NOTE 
L 
NOTE 
N 
L 
NOTE 
N 
L 
NOTE 
N 

~+~· 
A 
NOTE 
A 
NOTE 
T 
NOTE 
T 
NOTE 
T 
NOTE 
T 
NOTE 
L 
NOTE 
N 
R 
NOTE 
A 

NOTE 
A 
NOTE 
A 
NOTE 
T 
A 
NOTE 
T 
A 
NOTE 
T 
NOTE 
A 
NOTE 

LEVELS 
EVADRS.K=EVADRS.J+DT•IINCEVA.JK-DECEVA.JKl 

EVADERS 17. POPULATION EVADING THE NORM! 
EVADRS=10 
PERTEL.K=PERTEL.J+DT•IINCTEL.JK-DECTEL.JKl 

LEGITIMACY LEVEL (7. OTHERS ONE TELLS OF THE EVASION! 
PERTEL=lO · 
INFRIN.K=INFRJN.J+DT•IINCINF.JK-DECINF.JKl 

INFRINGED NORMS 17. OF NORMS OVERTLY INFRINGED! 
INFRIN=10 

A U X I L I A R Y V A R I A B L E S 
DEVA1.K=DLINF11EVADRS.K.ll · · 

ONE YEARS DELAY INFLUENCE OF EVADRS ON AHBIQUITY 
DPERI.K=DLINFI<PERTEL.K,. 51 

HALF A YEAR DELAY INFLUENCE OF PERTEL ON AMBIGUITY 
TAHBl=l0/20/30/37/42/45/45/45 

EVADERS EFFECT ON AMBIGUITY <X UNSURE! 
TAHB2=0/1/3/6/10/12/I0/6/3/I/O 

LEGITIMACY EFFECT ON AMBIGUITY IADDNL 7. UNSURE! 
TAHB3=. 5/1/3/7/9/9. 5 ' 

INFRINGEMENT EFFECT ON AMBIGUITY <ADDNL 7. UNSURE! 
TAHB4=9/9/8. 5/7. 5/4. 5/1 

COERCION EFFECT ON AMBIGUITY IADDNL & UNSURE! 
OLD.K=OLD.J+DT•<INCOLD.JKl 

AUX. LEVEL OF NORAMB FOR COMPUTING PURPOSES ONLY 
OLD=21 
INCOLD.KL=<NORAMB. K-OLD.Kl/. 1 

DENOMINATOR IS DT=. 1 
NORAHB.K=TABLE<TAMB!.DEVA1. K, 10.80,10l+TABLE<TAHB2• 
DPERI.K,O, 100, !Ol+TABL~(TAMB3, INFRIN.K,Q, 100.201 
+TABLEITAMB4,COERC.K,O.l00,20l 

NORMATIVE AMBIGUITY 17. PEOPLE UNSURE ABOUT THE NORHl 
COERC.K=YES*(l-CRISIS.Kl+INO*CRISIS. Kl 

COERCIVE ENFORCEMENT 17. NORMS COERCIVELY ENFORCED! 
YES=TABLEITCOER!.DVSFUN.K,Q,J00.20l 

DYSFUNCTION INFLUENCE ON COERCION WITH CRISIS 
TCOER1=40/60/80/90/95/95 
NO=TABLEITCOER2.DYSFUN.K.O,J00.20l 

DYSFUNCTION INFLUENCE ON COERCION WITHOUT CRISIS 
TCOER2=10/15/25/45/65/70 
DYSFUN.K=TABLEITDVS2.DLD.K.O, 100.201 

OTHERS HADE A~ARE OF DYSFUNCTIONS ( 7. l 
TDYS2=1/1/15/60/75/80 

AMBIGUITY EFFECT ON PEOPLES AWARENESS OF DYSFUNCTIONS 
PERMIS.K=CRISIS. K•GENBEL , 

PERMISSIVENESS IDLESS: PRESENT=3.ABSENT=ZEROl 
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*GENERAL NORM EVASION MODEL- VERSION THREE <10. 3.83) 

A 

NOTE 
T 
NOTE 
T 
NOTE 
NOTE 
NOTE 
R 
NOTE 
T 
NOTE 

·R 
NOTE 
T 
R 

NOTE 
T 
NOTE 
T 
NOTE 
A 
NOTE 
R 
NOTE 
T 
NOTE 
R 

NOTE 
A 
NOTE 
A 
NOTE 
T 
NOTE 
T 
NOTE 
T 
NOTE 
R 

NOTE 
T 
NOTE 
T 
NOTE 

END 

STRSTR.K-BUREAU-TABLE<TSTRI.PERTEL.K.O, 100,201 
+TABLE<TSTR2,COERC.K,O, 100.20> 

STRUCTURAL STRAIN (7. POP. CONSTRAINED TO EVADE! 
TSTR1=0/10/15/17. 5/19/20 

STRAIN REDUCTION <7. POP. RELIEVED OF STRAIN> 
TSTR2=0/10/25/55/70/80 

ADDTNL. STRAIN <7. ADDTNL CONSTRAINED TO EVADE> 

I N C R E A S E A N D D E C R E A S E R A T E S 
INCEVA. KL=TABLE<TINEVA,PERTEL. K.O.BO, 10l*IMPEDS 

YEARLY INCREASE OF EVADERS <%EVADERS PER YEAR! 
TINEVA=I/2. 5/4/5.2/6.2/7/7.6/8/8 

LEGITIMACY EFFECT ON EVADER INCREASE (7. PER YEAR! 
DECEVA.KL=TABLE!TDCEVA.COERC.K,O, 100,20> 

YEARLY DECREASE OF EVADERS (7. EVADERS PER YEAR! 
TDCEVA=0/2/o/12/16/18 
INCTEL.KL=<TADLE(TINTEL.DNOR.K.O, 100.201 
+TABLE(T!NPST,STRSTR. K,O, 100,2011/2 

YEARLY INCREASE OF LEGITIMACY (7. OTHERS TOLD PER YEAR! 
TINTEL=0/4/o/B/9/10 

AMBIGUITY EFFECT ON LEGITIMACY INCREASE (7. OTHERS/YEAR) 
TINPST=0/4/o/B/9/10 

STRUCTURAL STRAIN EFFECT ON LEGITIMATION 
DNOR.K=DLINF1<NORAMB.K, 11 

DELAYED INFLUENCE OF NORAMB ON INCTEL 
DECTEL.KL=TABLE<TDECTL.DYSFUN.K.O, 100.20) 

YEARLY DECREASE OF LEGITIMACY <7. OTHERS TOLD/YEAR! 
TDECTL=0/2/5/10/lo/24 

EFFECT OF AWARENESS ON LEGITIMACY DECREASE <7. OTHERS! 
INCINF.KL=<TABLE<TPERT,DPER2.K.O, 100,20l+TABLE<TEVAD.DEVA2.K 
,o, I00,20l+TABLE(TINFR. INFRIN. K,O, 100.20ll•PERMIS.K/3 

7. INCREASE IN OVERTLY INFRINGED NORMS 
DPER2.K=DLINF1tPERTEL.K, 1l 

ONE YEAR DELAY INFLUENCE OF LEGITIMACY ON INFRINGEMENT 
DEVA2.K=DLINF1tEVADRS.K,2l 

TWO YEAR DELAY INFLUENCE OF EVADERS ON INFRINGEMENT 
TPERT=0/.2/1/2/2. 8/3 

LEGITIMATION EFFECT ON INFRIN INCREASE 
TEVAD=0/1/2. 5/3. 514/4 . 

DEMONSTRATION EFFECT OF EVADERS ON INFRIN INCREASE 
TINFR=0/2/3/2/1/0 

DEMONSTRATION EFFECT OF INFRINGED NORMS ON INFRIN INCREASE 
DECINF.KL=<TABLE<TDYS5,DYSFUN.K.O, 100,20l+TABLE<TCOER3, 
COERC.K,o, 100,2011/2 

. 7. DECREASE IN INFRINGED NORMS 
TDYS5=0/2/5/7/8/8.5 

DYSFUN EFFECT ON INFRIN DECREASE 
TCOER3=0/3/o. 5/9/12/14 

COERCION EFFECT ON INFRINGEMENT DECREASE 

SPEC DT=. 1/LENGTH=40/PRTPER=I/PLTPER=.4 
PLOT EVADRS=E<O, 100l/PERTEL=P<O, IOOl/INFRIN=I<O, 1001/NORAMB=N<O, 100)/ 
X STRSTR=S(O, 100l/COERC=0(0, 100l/DYSFUN=D<O. 100l/CRISIS=X<0,1l 
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